Works Discussed by the WG4RE in 2020

Special Event
Nichols, Brian & Connolly, Medria. The October 18 Forum: “The Case for Reparations in a Time of National Crisis”. Also, linked here is a playlist with music from the event.

Articles
Connie Hassett-Walker. The racist roots of American policing: From slave patrols to traffic stops.
Isaac, Kathleen. Lifting as We Climb: The Development of a Support Group for Underrepresented Minority Medical Students.
Lorde, Audre. A Litany for Survival.
McRae, Mary. Names and Naming of an African American Author: Implications for Race, Power, and Privilege.
Nichols, Brian & Connolly, Medria. Transforming Ghosts Into Ancestors: Un-silencing the Psychological Case for Reparations to Descendants of American Slavery.
North, Anna. How racist policing took over American cities, explained by a historian.
NY Times Editorial Board. A Plan to Diversify New York’s Segregated Schools.
Shephard, Alice. We Talked and Then We Marched: Women's Empowerment in Action.
Stevenson, Bryan & Klein, Ezra. Bryan Stevenson on how America can heal.
Stovall, Natasha. Whiteness on the Couch.

Podcasts
Griffith, Mark Winston & Freedman, Max. School Colors Episode 1: Old School.
Stevenson, Bryan & Klein, Ezra. Bryan Stevenson on how America can heal.

TV/Videos/Film
Bryant, Keeodon. I JUST WANNA LIVE.
Gannon, James. A Moral Debt: The Legacy of Slavery in the USA.
Kendi, Ibram X. & The Aspen Institute. How to be an Antiracist.
León, Felice. Your Racism Is Showing: Coronavirus and the Racist History of Pandemics.
Matsoukas, Melina. Queen & Slim.
Vohra, Sweta. The Fight to Desegregate New York Schools.